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Background: The epidemic process with local transmission began in Russia in

March 2020 [1]. Since the beginning of registration of cases of COVID-19, many

states  have  developed  and  began  to  use  statistical  reporting  forms  to  collect

epidemiological  and clinical  information and create  databases  on this  infection

[2,3].

Aim of study: to estimate the dynamics of epidemic process in Russia.

Materials and methods: data analysis of report form #970 of Federal Service for

Surveillance on Consumer Rights Protection and Human Wellbeing about COVID-

19 cases during the first half of 2020.
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Results: COVID-19 lockdown was  introduced in  Russia  in  the  end of  March,

2020. But in Moscow and Moscow Region (MaMR) the restrictive measures was

input  in  the  first  half  of  March,  2020.  Accurately  monitoring  and  isolation  of

patients and contacts enabled to slow the reaching of peak of illness. Growth rate

was 5,0-29,2% during March-April, 2020 (from 72 to 1800 cases daily). The peak

of  7446  new  cases  was  registered  in  MaMR  in  May  6,  2020,  whereafter  the

number of cases began to decrease: by 59,4% by May 31,2020 and 84,9% by June

29, 2020.

The introduction of similar measures in other regions often were performed with

delay and less control. The peak of number of cases was reached since 14 th until

17th of May, 2020 with the maximum of 6021 new cases in May 21, 2020. This had



an  impact  on  long-lasting  plateau  phase  and  slow  pace  of  decreasing  cases’

number. It  reduced just by 3,5% (5808 new cases)  by June 1, 2020; by 43,8%

(3381 new cases) by June 28, 2020. Reduction in the daily number of cases in the

other regions is progressing slowly compared to MaMR. 

Mild  cases  of  COVID-19  were  registered  in  50,1±0,13%.  moderate  cases  in

45,1±0,13% and, severe forms in 4,8±0,06%. Of all 141907 patients taken into this

study the largest number were aged 41-64 years old (44,4±0,13%) and 18-40 years

old  (30,2±0,12%).  Children  of  a  tender  years  (0-6  years  old)  represented

2,7±0,04%; the group of 7-17 years was 4,02±0,05%. Patients aged 65 years and

above amounted to 18,66±0,10%.

Conclusion:  Russia  has  specific  characteristics  of  the  epidemic  process  with

significal differences of epidemic curves in the MaMR and other regions due to

less strong restrictive measures outside of MaMR.
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